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About the Company  

Objects of the Issue 

Incorporated in 1976, Ircon International Limited is a government owned 
entity (Mini Ratna—Category I) and an integrated Indian engineering and 

construction company. It specializes in major infrastructure projects       
including railways, highways, bridges, flyovers, tunnels, aircraft                 

maintenance hangars, runways, EHV sub-stations, electrical and mechanical 
works, commercial and residential properties, development of industrial 

areas, and other infrastructure activities. In 2016, the company was ranked 
number 248 in the list of the top 250 international contractors by                
Engineering News Record (ENR) of the United States. It is headquartered in 

Saket, New Delhi and has an overseas office in Malaysia. Ircon has rich    
experience in executing major construction and infrastructure projects, 

both internationally and domestically. The scope of its services for such 
projects primarily includes design and engineering of the project,            

procurement of equipment and packages, project management, and     
commissioning. The company’s workforce currently stands at 1,179           
employees. 

Valuation  

 

 To carry out government’s disinvestment target 

 To achieve the benefit of listing the Equity Shares on the Stock        
Exchanges  

 
 

According to CRISIL estimates, the construction sector in India has          
attracted an investment of Rs. 14.4 trillion over 2015-18 (40% higher over 
2011-14) driven by increased investment in Roads followed by Railways 
and Urban Infrastructure. The investment in construction sector is likely to 
continue on the back of increased focus of government to improve        
infrastructure. CRISIL estimates that the investment in construction sector 
is expected to witness a jump of ~54% to Rs. 22.2 trillion over 2019-22.  
 
Ircon’s financial track record has been muted over FY15-18 with Sales and 
PAT growth of 10.6% and –9.9%. The decline in profitability was mainly on 
account of margin contraction of ~10.8% in FY16 due to decline in foreign 
projects. However, the company delivered a much improved performance 
in FY18 with Sales & PAT (before exceptional items) growth of 31.3% and 
32.6% on the back of strong execution and improved margins. Going        
forward,  we expect Ircon’s  financial performance to improve further         
given its robust order book of ~Rs. 22,407 cr (as on FY18) which is ~5.6x 
FY18 revenues and strong execution track record. Further,  the company 
has diversified across wide range of infrastructure segment and              
geographies with primary focus on Railways. It intends to continue the 
diversification in order to reduce its dependency on one segment or           
geography.  At upper price band of Rs. 475, Ircon trades at 10.9x FY18 EPS. 
Further, retail investors would get a discount of Rs. 10 per share from the 
offer price.  
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Strengths  

Construction business operates in diverse sectors covering many countries 

Ircon has diversified into various infrastructure sectors and is now an established 
player in the field of railways and highways construction. It also caters to customers' 
needs in many other areas such as construction of commercial and residential       
complexes, power transmission lines, industrial lighting, bridge/fly-overs, tunnels, 
commercial, residential and retail properties, electrical and mechanical work,         
signalling/telecom, coach factory, station building, multi-function complex, and         
aviation. The variety of project types diversifies its construction business and              
reduces dependence on any one sector or type of project. Additionally, its broad 
range of clients within the government and private sectors, both domestic and          
international, ensures that the company is not overly dependent on a limited           
number of clients. The company believes it has an advantageous position compared 
to its competitors because of its operating history, industry knowledge, experience 
and familiarity with civil and infrastructure construction projects at different scale 
and skill-level.  

Excellent execution track record through strong operating systems and          
controls  

Ircon’s track record of on-time and high quality project completion has helped it to 
develop a strong reputation and increased opportunities to bid for larger and more 
prominent projects. Through years of development, it has put in place well-tested 
systems and controls as below:  

Robust contract management: Once awarded a contract, it actively tracks and       
manages deliverables and strives to ensure that there is no breach of the                   
contractual terms and conditions.  

Efficient planning and project management: Through its project teams, it plans        
every step of the project and, over time, have developed strong project                   
management and execution expertise and capabilities for projects both domestic 
and international. 

 Use of innovations in designs and advanced technology: Ircon has been proactive 
in using modern construction techniques, technology and equipment comparable to 
the market standard.  

Strong financial performance and credit profile  

The company has a strong credit profile and the financial profile looks strong with 
healthy profitability margins and a comfortable liquidity position. It has not             
defaulted in repayment of borrowings, which, together with its strong financial          
performance and substantial assets, has helped the company present a strong             
credit profile to potential lenders and avail alternatives sources of financing when 
necessary. According to CARE, its credit rating for long and short term borrowing 
has been maintained at AAA/A+ since 2011.  

Visible growth through robust order book and steady execution 

Ircon cater to both domestic as well as international markets and receive orders 
both on tender basis as well as through nomination by the Ministry of Railways. It’s 
Order Book as of end FY18 was at Rs. 22,407 cr which is 6x FY18 revenues. By          
continuing to diversify its business and geographical focus, the company strives to 
pursue a broader range of project tenders and therefore maximize its business            
volume and profit margins. Ircon would continue to actively participate in new           
projects in foreign countries, including two on-going projects in Bangladesh and one 
each in Algeria and South Africa. Further, the average order size in itsconstruction 
business increased from Rs. 622 cr in FY16 to Rs. 678 cr in FY18. Ircon believes that 
growth in its order book position is a result of its track record of successful            
execution of projects, which has led to successfully bid and win new projects. The 
growth of average size new orders, together with its diversified business activities 
in infrastructure projects across transportation, engineering, and building                 
construction limits the risks associated with any particular industry, while                 
simultaneously helping it to benefit from the synergies of operating in diverse         
business sectors.  
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Strategy 

Continue expanding geographical footprint within and beyond India  

Ircon is focused on becoming a diversified infrastructure player, both in terms of 

sector and geographical coverage. It has diversified its infrastructure work expertise 
into transportation engineering, civil and industrial construction, and other             

infrastructure projects. Over the years, it has extended its operations to other         
geographies including countries like Algeria, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Iran Iraq,          

Jordan, Malaysia, Nepal, Saudi Arabia, Tanzania, UK and Zambia. In addition, while 
the company already has presence in many states in India, it intends to further      
expand operations domestically across India. The company believes by further     

expanding its geographical coverage and expanding into new areas within India, it 
will be able to take on more projects proposed by the Government of India and       

further consolidate its position in the infrastructure sector. Separately, it also plans 
to continue its strategy of diversify across industry segments and increase orders 

from foreign countries to capture better profit margins afforded by these projects 
as compared to domestic projects.  

 Paradigm shift in revenue generation  

The company is gradually moving from generating income only through individual 
projects to regularly generating revenue and profits through its Subsidiaries and 

Joint Venture companies. Its Subsidiaries and Joint Venture companies are likely to 
generate revenue and profits on a sustained basis because of continued operation 

of existing projects and new projects. Moreover, some projects also require regular 
maintenance and the company would therefore generate revenue from this       
maintenance work. Its goal is to migrate from a construction company to a            

diversified company having a portfolio of BOT/DBFOT/EPC and other contracts as 
well as project development and operation through JVs/SPVs.  

Focus on high value projects in the construction business to benefit from        
economies of scale 

 In its construction business, the company intends to focus on undertaking projects 
having a high order value (>Rs. 500cr). In principle, projects having high order value 
typically have a smaller percentage of overhead cost as a percentage of total cost 

and therefore provide a greater potential for profit. In addition, projects having 
high order value are also, in the current market, subject to less competition. The 

increasingly stringent pre-qualification requirements for pursuing such projects 
have resulted in a limited number of competitors being able to bid for such projects. 

Ircon believes that these pre-qualification requirements make such type of projects 
an attractive sector for the company to participate.  

Actively bid for new projects 

Ircon business growth continues to be attributed principally to increased bidding 
activities for more and larger projects awarded by government clients. Given its 

long standing reputation as one of the sectorial leaders in transportation               
infrastructure, with specialization in execution of railway projects on turnkey basis, 

a large part of its business is driven by projects directly awarded by government  
clients. To maintain its reputation in the public sector and to strive for better profit 
margins, it plans to capitalize on advantageous position over its competitors, both 

in terms of expertise and financial position, and seize opportunities to undertake 
larger projects driven by the growth of the Indian economy. The various initiatives 

promulgated by the Government of India will help in continuing the growth           
momentum. 
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Strategy 

Maintain favourable financial risk profile  

The company’s financial profile of healthy profitability margins with comfortable 
liquidity position has contributed to its operational performance. It intends to        
continue this favourable capital structure with minimum debt by leveraging           
advances received from clients and internal accruals for working capital                  
requirement towards projects. While aiming for higher profitability, it intends to 
avoid over-leveraging its balance sheet or undertaking projects that would put at 
financial instability. Given the increased competition across industry segments in 
which it operates, having stable financial resources and healthy cash balance  is         
crucial to obtain and execute large-scale projects in the current operational            
environment.  

Explore potential ways to capture sectorial initiatives undertaken by the        
Government to improve economic growth 

The Government of India increased focus in infrastructure, particularly in the         
railways sector, has opened up opportunities for the company to secure more           
businesses. The company aims to capitalize on these opportunities by leveraging its 
established project execution track record and by diversifying infrastructure work 
expertise into transportation engineering, civil and industrial construction, and         
other infrastructure projects. Further, as projects granted by the Government of 
India in the construction industry shift from BOT/BOOT mode to EPC/HAM mode, 
where the Government of India owns a stake and contributes in part in a project, 
Ircon intends to broaden its scope of services to undertake projects in these new 
operation modes. The company is well positioned to take up projects under these 
new modes due to its ability to meet the required technological and financial        
conditions.  

Attract and retain talented employees 

Ircon relies on its employees to operate modern construction equipment, complete 
various tasks on complex construction projects and deliver quality performance to 
its clients, often on a demanding timeline. With its strong human resource system, it 
continues to focus on improving health, safety and environment for employees. It 
intends to further strengthen its work force through continued on-job skill              
development and training. Ircon intends to continue maintaining the relatively low 
employee attrition rate and retain more of its skilled workers for future expansion, 
by providing them with better overall benefit packages and safer and healthier 
working environment. 
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Risks 

 Ircon receives substantial amount of its business from government entities. Any 

change in government policy or restructuring of existing projects or delay in 
payment may adversely  affect its revenue and profitability 

 Delay/ Modification  in existing projects  could adversely affect its business   

operations 

 Railway sector projects contribute approximately 86.7% of  Order Book as of 

FY18. Any change in the sector would cause decline in the numbers of project 
available may adversely affect its revenues and profitability 

 Any slowdown in government spending in infrastructure space would impact its 

order inflows and in turn would impact its revenue and profitability  
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Profit & Loss Account  – Consolidated  

Financial Performance  

Source: Company Data, RHP 

 Particulars (Rs Crs)   FY13   FY14   FY15   FY16   FY17   FY18  

 Revenue from operations (net)       4,293.9         3,897.3            2,975.1           2,492.7          3,067.3  4,027.5  

 Expenses        

Cost of materials consumed          427.8              261.0                173.6               336.1           372.0        349.3  

Other manufacturing expenses      2,766.6           2,448.4            1,827.2           1,582.5       2,166.5       2,949.2  

 Changes in inventories of finished goods and work-in-
progress  

         -19.4                   1.4                  27.1                    5.0       -47.9        -10.6  

 Employee benefits expense           200.2              232.1                194.4               180.7  156.1      238.9  

 Other expenses             24.2                 37.7                117.0              124.1           93.1  51.4  

 Total       3,399.3           2,980.6         2,339.3       2,228.3  2,739.8  3,578.2  

 EBITDA           894.6              916.7                635.8               264.4          327.5  449.3  

 Other income           249.2              253.4                257.4               415.9          234.0  184.9  

 Depreciation and amortisation             43.0                 34.3                  22.0                 30.9             26.7  16.4  

 Finance costs             10.9                 38.5                  28.7                 43.3               58.7  64.6  

 PBT       1,090.0           1,097.4                842.4               606.1             476.2  553.2  

 Tax expense           285.6              349.1                271.6               218.5           171.5       146.8  

 PAT (before minority interest, profit / loss from assoc, 
and exceptional items)  

         804.4              748.2                570.9               387.6            304.7      406.4  

 Profit / (Loss) from Associates               0.5                 -1.2                   -7.9                    5.5          5.6  5.2  

 Reported PAT           804.9              747.0                563.0               393.1            310.3  411.6  

 Exceptional Items                   -                       -                         -                        -            73.7  -    

 Adjusted PAT           804.9              747.0                563.0               393.1         384.0  411.6  
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Balance Sheet - Consolidated  

Financial Performance  

Source: Company Data, RHP 

Particulars (Rs Crs) FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 

ASSETS       

Non-current assets  1,168.3   1,478.8   1,388.7   1,502.8   2,332.9   5,151.2  

Property, Plant & Equipment  178.1   181.0   162.0   156.4   145.6   140.6  

Intangible Assets  -     50.7   72.1   71.9   71.5   69.2  

Intangible work-in-progress  0.8   10.7   15.1   73.9   546.6   960.5  

Capital Work-in-progress  69.2   22.1   1.1   1.5   2.0   3.2  

Investment property  -     -     270.4   278.2   307.3   358.7  

Financial assets  180.1   257.8   226.6   399.3   632.3   3,304.4  

Loans and Advances & other non-current assets  471.1   655.8   374.0   310.0   482.6   180.7  

Deferred Tax Asset  269.0   300.7   267.5   211.6   145.0   133.9  

       

Current assets  5,070.6   4,734.7   5,132.3   6,636.6   6,898.5   7,627.1  

Inventories  124.6   124.2   114.4   140.6   139.3   140.7  

Trade receivables  926.4   652.6   471.7   510.0   472.9   693.8  

Cash & Bank Balances  3,116.5   2,737.7   3,379.0   4,722.0   4,753.1   4,690.5  

Investments  65.0   176.0   68.4   138.0   249.9   216.2  

Loans and Advances & other current assets  838.2   1,044.2   1,098.7   1,126.0   1,283.2   1,885.8  

Total Assets  6,238.9   6,213.5   6,521.0   8,139.4   9,231.4   12,778.2  

       

EQUITY and LIABILITIES       

Shareholders' Funds  2,482.0   3,016.3   3,453.3   3,638.9   3,816.9   3,761.8  

Share Capital  19.8   19.8   19.8   19.8   99.0   94.1  

Reserves & Surplus  2,462.2   2,996.5   3,433.6   3,619.1   3,717.9   3,667.7  

Minority Interest  9.3   20.3   21.3   21.8   19.6   -    

       

Non-current liabilities  810.4   600.3   526.5   1,231.1   2,032.3   4,515.3  

Long-Term Borrowings  -     -     -     -     -     3,203.1  

Other Long Term liabilities  382.6   193.1   188.0   1,081.3   1,956.1   1,236.9  

Long Term Provisions  427.8   407.1   338.5   149.8   76.2   75.3  

       

Current liabilities  2,937.2   2,576.6   2,519.9   3,247.6   3,362.6   4,501.2  

Trade Payables  637.4   590.6   442.6   400.4   360.6   510.0  

Other current liabilities  1,607.5   1,165.7   1,749.7   2,492.9   2,703.9   3,725.7  

Short Term Provisions  692.3   820.3   327.7   354.3   298.0   265.4  

Total  6,238.9   6,213.5   6,521.0   8,139.4   9,231.4   12,778.2  
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Research Disclaimer:  http://www.religareonline.com/disclaimer 

Before you use this research report , please ensure to go through the  disclosure inter-alia as required under Securities and Exchange Board of India 

(Research  Analysts) Regulations, 2014 and Research Disclaimer  at  the following link : http://www.religareonline.com/disclaimer 

Specific analyst(s) specific disclosure(s) inter-alia as required under Securities and Exchange Board of India (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014 

is/are as under: 

Statements on ownership and material conflicts of interest , compensation– Research Analyst (RA)  

[Please note that only in case of multiple RAs, if in the event answers differ inter-se between the RAs, then RA        specific answer with respect to 

questions under F (a) to F(j) below , are given separately] 

S. No. Statement Answer 

    Tick appropriate 

    Yes No 

  I/we or any of my/our relative has any financial interest in the subject company? [If answer is yes, nature of       

Interest  is given below this table] 

  No 

  I/we or any of my/our relatives, have actual/beneficial ownership of one per cent. or more securities of the subject 

company, at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of the research report or date of 

the public appearance? 

  No 

  I / we or any of my/our relative, has any other material conflict of interest at the time of publication of the        

research report or at the time of public appearance? 

  No 

  I/we have received any compensation from the subject company in the past twelve months?    No 

  I/we have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company in the past twelve 

months? 

  No 

  I/we have received any compensation for brokerage services from the subject company in the past twelve months?    No 

  I/we have received any compensation for products or services other than brokerage services from the subject       

company in the past twelve months? 

  No 

  I/we have received any compensation or other benefits from the subject company or third party in connection with 

the research report? 

  No 

  I/we have served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company?   No 

  I/we have been engaged in market making activity for the subject company?   No 

Nature of Interest ( if answer to F (a) above  is Yes :  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

Name(s)  with Signature(s)  of RA(s). 

[Please note that only in case of multiple RAs and  if the answers differ inter-se between the RAs, then RA specific answer with respect to           

Copyright in this document vests exclusively with RBL. This information should not be reproduced or redistributed or passed on directly or indirectly in any 

form to any other person or published, copied, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without prior written permission from RBL. We do not guarantee the 

integrity of any emails or attached files and are not responsible for any changes made to them by any other person.  
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